
 

 

I have a fun review and GIVEAWAY for any of you that appreciate games that also help your children get 

excited about learning. When the folks at The Young Scientists Club emailed me with a few of their new 

games, I was really excited to the MATH EXPLOSION Game on the list because my buddy Jen has a beautiful 

daughter that needs some extra help in Math. So, this review item was sent to Jen and her girls! 

Take it away Jen! 

When I received the opportunity to review a Magic School Bus item I was so excited….until I realized that I 

selected the Math game!! Zoiks! Now I am pretty good at math but one of my kiddos is learning challenged in 

math and I instantly thought getting her to play AND have fun would never work. Boy was I wrong!! She was 

very excited as soon as she saw the box “Math Explosion” with a picture of a volcano! From there on we had a 

blast (no pun intended!). 

   

There are a couple of neat features to this game (besides the VOLCANO!), the math facts that propel the game 

are available to print online or you can just make them yourself. This allows for the opportunity to graduate the 

difficulty of the game while your child learns. I also particularly like that the game board is double sided, one 

side for a “speedy game” and the other for an “extended game”. I found this great for the times the kids want to 

get out and play a game before we are going somewhere or to bed! 

Overall I will use this game well and probably look into purchasing some of the other ones they have. I am all 

about having fun and learning!!! 

The Magic School Bus Math Explosion is geared towards children Ages 5+ and is priced at about $29.99. Jen’s 

kiddos are 6 and 9 and they really enjoyed the game…and LEARNED that learning can be FUN too Kids 

will hop on board with Ms. Frizzle and discover science and math in an entertaining game for all ages. 

The goal is to be the first player to explode the volcano by getting your math facts correct! How? A two-sided 

laminated game board includes both a speedy and extended game, fascinating volcano facts in the border, a 
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volcano for the explosions, a bowl to catch the volcanic “lava,” and colorful measuring cups as game pieces! 

Also included in the kit are bonus cards, printable math fact sheets plus an on-line math creator for unlimited 

math facts. 

In today’s global economy, students who excel in S.T.E.M. subjects – science, technology, engineering and 

math – will be the leaders of tomorrow’s innovations and ingenuity. Even President Obama has often said that 

winners of science and engineering fairs should be celebrated like NCAA champions! The Young Scientists 

Club agrees. As part of their 15th anniversary of making the most fun, yet educational science kits for 

youngsters around, the “Club” is adding something brand new – math and engineering themed kits! 

Make sure to Like The Young Scientists Club on Facebook – you will find posts free experiments to do at 

home, regularly, so it’s a fun page to follow! 

While you are at it – stay up to date with me too :)  Find Having Fun Saving on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, 

and Google +. 
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